
Two-dice divination answer-key 
If asking Yes-No questions: 

One source states that, if asking a yes-or-no question with a pair of dice, and the result is an odd-number, the answer is 
‘no’, and if an even-number is thrown, the answer is ‘yes’. Others maintain that rolling the number 1 (with the other die 
falling outside the circle) means the answer is ‘yes’, whereas rolling the number 2 (snake eyes) means the answer is 
‘no’. This latter way of doing it assumes the inquirer consulting two dice has only a yes-or-no question on their minds, 
and that no other number will turn up.  

For this reason, I recommend the first approach—assume an odd-numbered throw is ‘no’ and an even-numbered throw 
is ‘yes’. The meanings of the numbers thrown are otherwise as follows. Most sources give no divinatory meanings for 
the numbers 1 and 2 in a dice throw, as they are considered so unlikely, they don’t warrant notice—unless, of course, 
it’s in response to a yes-no question. In the interests of thoroughness, I am including divinatory meanings for numbers 1 
and 2, because such things do occur, and you won’t always be asking yes-no questions of two dice. 

~Euphonia Carstairs 
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Rolled: Meaning: 
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A good time to begin something, or take on a leadership role. Show initiative & confidence. 

Be more receptive than active now. Listen more than talk. Move with care & take no risks, if possible. 

Take great care, & be observant; a pleasant surprise may unfold, if you listen & watch carefully. 

Don’t act rashly; be wise & check your facts first. Luck could fall upon you when you least expect it. 

Good luck or good fortune. You could see a wish come true. 

Your answer will be revealed. Of course, you knew it all along. The outcome looks favorable. 

Have faith in what you believe. Continue along your present path. Naturally, you will win. 

You know the truth. Be patient—a positive result & good things will come of this. 

Your current venture will certainly be successful, possibly by a twist of fate. 

Expect some disappointing news. The outcome it doubtful, and it is probably best that it is so. 

Nonsense, you know better than that. Your current direction indicates trouble ahead. 

There is a slim chance for success, but you must have hope. Seek tranquility, whatever happens. 


